This paper examines the
As noted in the introduction, the general tendency is to simply assume that it exists, or more commonly, to assume that it doesn't much matter one way or the other outside the ivy towers of academe.
In this section we will attempt to describe the concept of statistical independence in terms that are meaningful to the practicing experimentalist.
We will also try to make a convincing case that statistical independence is at once crucial to the success of an experiment, and also a property that cannot be reliably assumed in real data without some effort on the part of the researcher to secure it. 
The Random Samplin_ Hypothesis
Consider now an n-point sample mean, which can be represented as a function of n variables as follows: 
The second summation goes to n-1 because for n observations in a sample there are n-1 adjacent (and in this case, correlated) pairs. That is, the true polar will be revealed, except that there will be some _Tuzz band" that reflects chance variations in the data.
(If there are constant bias errors, the polar may also be displaced, but the shape of the polar, which reveals the change in response due to a specified change in alpha, will be correct. Thenext reading will then bebiased 0.01toohigh, the oneafter that will be0.02 toohigh, andsoon, untilthe 20threading is acquired, witha positive biasof0.09. Table I displays these errors. Figure 5compares thelift polar offigure 4withanidentical polar consisting ofa first-order polynomial function of alphafittedto the dataof figure4,upon whichthesystematic errors of TableI aresuperimposed alongwithrandom errors drawn froma normal distribution withmean of zero andstandard deviation of 0.018. Thesystematic error hascaused a rotationin the polar,as described previously.
It isimportant tonote that without the"true" polar toserve asa reference in figure5,there wouldbeno waytotellthat a systematic variation hadcaused usto generate anincorrect lift polar. Wewould overstate the lift athighangle ofattack, understate it atlowangle of attack, andhaveno wayof knowing thatourlift measurements weresystematically biased.It is this "stealth" aspect ofsystematic variation that makes it so hard todetect and therefore soeasy toignore.
functions to describe howtheydepend on various independent variables. Wemightuseleast-squares regression techniques tofit thedata toaspecific model, orabsent anycandidate model, ageneral Taylor series canbe usedto represent the unknown functional dependence. TheTaylor series istypically truncated to include onlyterms of highenough order toassure an adequate fit without fittingnoise.
It isconvenient tocode theindependent variables as a prelude to developing a response model, by applying a linear transformation thatbothscales and centers thevariables. If _ represents anindependent variable in physical unitsand_min and_mox arethe upper andlowerlimitsof therange of thisvariable, then thefollowing transformation will map_ intoxi, a coded variable that ranges from -1 to +1, and is 0 at the midpoint of the range. This objectiveinference procedure leadsto conclusions that arebased upon aset ofprocedures and criteria agreed upon before thedata areacquired. It has thevirtuethatit reduces our dependence on pure subjectivejudgment,which is vulnerableto subconscious prejudices andalsoto the conflicting judgments ofothers whomaysimply beinclined tosee things differently*.
In this specificstudy, the lift datafromthe randomized polars werefittedtopolynomial functions ofalpha serving asTaylor series representations ofthe unknown functional dependence of lift onalpha, as described above.Theanalysis wasrestricted to prestallalpha ranges forwhichthealpha dependence is dominated by thefirst-order termin a least-squares regression. However, smaller second-order terms were often found tobesignificant bythisprocedure, andso werethirdorder terms on occasion. No significant terms of orderfouror higher wereobserved. The resulting first-, second-, or third-order polynomial functions of alphaweresubjected to a battery of standard goodness-of-fit tests toassess theiradequacy. Thecentral criteria werethatthemagnitude of the unexplained variance beacceptably low(standard error nogreater than0.0025 in lift coefficient foranaverage "two-sigma" value of0.005 over thealpha range), and thattheresiduals berandomly distributed about the fittedcurve.
Thislatter Table I .
Imagine now that we repeat the experiment under exactly the same conditions, except that we will set the angle of attack levels in random order, as indicated in Table III. In the standard order case of The set-point levels are not uniformly randomized in this design. Rather, they are clustered into two "blocks" of points, with points randomized within each block. It is this blocking scheme that we will examine in some detail in this section.
The design
in Table IV While this paper focuses on the quality aspects of formal experimental execution tactics, we note in passing that designs such as the CCD also enhance productivity.
Only 16 points are required in this design to cover the whole range of both alpha and beta. An OFAT design would typically involve multiple alpha polars, each at a different beta set-point, with each individual polar featuring approximately as many points as the entire 16-point CCD design requires. This much additional data adds to the both the expense and the cycle time of a wind tunnel experiment, reducing productivity.
To facilitate the acquisition of so many data points in as little time as possible, OFAT practitioners are forced to set the angles of attack sequentially to maximize data acquisition rate, guaranteeing by this ordering the greatest possible adverse impact of within-polar systematic variation on the alpha dependence.
The sideslip angles are typically set in monotonically increasing order as well, likewise guaranteeing the greatest possible adverse impact of between-polar systematic variation on the beta dependence.
Thus, OFAT methods often manage to minimize both productivity and quality simultaneously, an accomplishment all the more noteworthy for the substantial expense required to achieve it.
We will begin with an analysis of the data in Table  IV that does not take blocking into account. We fit the response data to a full second order polynomial in the two coded variables as in equation 14, generating estimates for the coefficients of this model and also the uncertainties in estimating them. We use standard regression methods outlined in an earlier discussion of the impact of systematic variation on response surface estimates. Table V is a part of a computer-generated output from such a regression analysis. For each of the six terms or "factors" in the model, a numerical estimate is made of both the coefficient and the "onesigma" uncertainty in estimating it (its "standard error"). The intercept factor in this table is the bo term in equation 14, and factors A and B in the table correspond to variables xl and x2 in equation 14, which are the angles of attack and sideslip, respectively, in this model. The column in Table  V labeled "t for H0 Coeff = 0", contains measured t-statistics referenced to a null hypothesis that the true value of the coefficient is zero. These are computed by dividing the coefficient estimate by the standard error. The t-statistics thus represent how far the coefficient is from zero in standard deviations.
Large t-statistics imply that the estimated coefficients are large enough relative to the uncertainty in estimating them that they are unlikely to appear non-zero only due to experimental error, and are therefore probably real.
The right-most column in TableV contains "p-statistics" thatrepresent the probability thata coefficient as largeas the one estimated could occur entirely due tochance variations inthedata ifthetrue value ofthecoefficient iszero.
Coefficients with larget-statistics havesmall p-statistics. Forexample, thefirst-order AoAtermin this model features a t-statistic of morethan165, indicating that thiscoefficient estimate ismore than165 standard deviations to therightof zero. Assuming random sampling, theprobability thatsucha result could bedueto ordinary chance variations under the null hypothesis is infinitesimal, or as the computer output coyly describes it, "< 0.0001".
The miniscule probability that the linear AoA term is zero (or conversely, the substantial size of the t-statistic for this term in the model) confirms what subject matter specialists already know: that lift has a strong firstorder dependence on angle of attack.
By contrast, note that the AB interaction term has a very small t-statistic.
The size of the coefficient is much smaller than the standard error in estimating it (only about 8.2% of the standard error), and there is more than a 93% chance that such a small value could result from experimental error if the coefficient was actually zero.
We are therefore unable to conclude from the data that alpha and beta interact over the ranges tested. That is, we cannot say over this range of variables that a given change in alpha will produce a different change in lift at one beta than another.
The quadratic AoA term also looks quite small. It is less than 2 standard deviations away from 0 so we are unable to distinguish it from zero with at least 95% confidence.
We therefore drop this term from the model also, concluding that at least over the range of alpha examined, we are unable to detect curvature with sufficiently high confidence to retain a term for it. Table VI displays the regression coefficients for a reduced CL response model. A reduced model features only the terms that we can infer are non-zero with sufficient confidence to satisfy our inference error risk tolerance.
We declare this risk level in advance, and use it as a criterion for accepting or rejecting candidate model terms
The reduced model now features only four terms, but each one is highly likely to be non-zero. We therefore have some reason to believe that this model may adequately represent the data. The reduced model is:
Before we accept equation 19 as an adequate representation of the data, numerous additional tests would typically be applied.
A full discussion of all model adequacy tests that are normally applied in a response surface experiment such as this is well beyond the scope of this paper. We will examine one, however, called a lack of fit test, to highlight the role that blocking can play in improving the fit.
The lack of fit test begins by computing the total variance of the data sample in the usual way. The sum of squared deviations of each observation from the sample mean is divided by the minimum degrees of freedom required to compute the sum of squares -n-1 for an n-point sample.
The total variance is then partitioned into explained and unexplained components using analysis of variance (ANOVA) methods.
We would like all of the variance to be explained by the model, but in reality there is always a component of unexplained variance that is responsible for the uncertainty that inevitably attaches to response predictions we make with the model.
To assess the quality of the model, we are interested in further examining the unexplained variance.
The unexplained variance is non-zero because even a reasonably good model will not go precisely through each point in the data sample. There will generally be some residual for each point. However, a non-zero residual can be explained in two ways: It is possible that the model is correct and the residual is due simply to random variations in the data. It is also possible that the data point is correct and the model is simply wrong at that point. That is, the point Table  IV that the possible need of a blocking variable was anticipated in the design of the experiment.) Table VIII is similar to Table V , which presents the results of the regression analysis for the unblocked case, but there are both obvious and subtle differences. The obvious difference is that Table VIII has coefficients for the two blocks, which are equal in magnitude and opposite in sign. These are the values that the cz term in equation 20 assumes in each of the blocks.
They represent how much the response function must be shifted in each block from a value of bo that would split the difference between the two blocks.
In this case, the first block is about 8 counts below the grand mean of all the data, and the second block is about 8 counts above it. The block effect is defined as the difference between these two levels, which is about 16 counts. This is not very large in absolute terms, but it is large enough to completely consume a 10-count error budget, which is commonly Recall that is was the rather significant lack of fit in Researchers whorecognize andovertly defend against systematic variation alsoenjoy theintangible peace of mind that comes from knowing that they cancontrol the quality of theexperiment through itsdesign, without depending exclusively on thestate of thefacilityto ensure aquality result. They know that whileNature is probably visiting oneunknown systematic variation or another ontheexperiment atanygiven time, thedesign oftheexperiment -likegood anti-virus software -is working inthebackground toprotect them. Blocking is commonly used inother experimental research fieldsto enhance precision toa degree thatwouldotherwise require significantly more datatoachieve through conventional replication. Blocking therefore hasthepotential toameliorate theadverse effects ondata volume of designing test matrices to maximize research quality rather than data collection rate.
Concludin_ Remarks
It is possible to useblockeffects estimates as "tracers", to characterize the overall degree of systematic variation in a windtunnel test. This information canhelpfacilitypersonnel identify possible sources of systematic variation andcan alsoquantitatively informdecisions about how oftenit is necessary to impose suchcommon defenses against systematic variation aswindoff zeros, model inversions, and subsystem calibrations.
Randomization andblocking aretactical defenses against systematic variation thathavethesame potential forguaranteeing quality enhancements in experimental aeronautics astheyhavebeen providing in other experimental research disciplines sincetheir introduction by Ronald Fisher over 80years ago.
Tactical defenses against systematic variation wouldbeuseful in anycase, butwill become increasingly important asanevolving consensus emerges aboutthe objective of experimental aeronautics. That consensus isthatexperimental aeronautics is conducted to acquire knowledge andinsight, andnotsimply to "getdata" in as great avolume asresources limitations permit.
Theapproach to wind tunnel testing changes dramatically when one recognizes that the objective is to maximize thevolume andquality of scientific inferences, rather thanthevolume andquality ofindividual data points. 
